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A BSTRACT
Accurate epidemiological models require parameter estimates that account for
mobility patterns and social network structure. This work applies probabilistic
programming to infer parameters in agent-based models. We represent mobility
networks as degree-corrected stochastic block models and estimate their parameters from cell-phone co-location data. We use these networks in probabilistic
programs to simulate the evolution of an epidemic, and condition on reported
cases to infer disease transmission parameters. Our experiments demonstrate that
the resulting models improve the accuracy-of-fit in multiple geographies relative
to baselines that do not model network topology.

1

I NTRODUCTION

Compartmental models of infectious diseases track the number of individuals in different stages of
disease progression and with varying granularity. The least granular models use global compartments that track the total number of susceptible, infected, and removed individuals (Kermack &
McKendrick, 1927), and rely on an assumption of uniform mixing throughout the population. This
simplifies computation, but also imposes limitations on dynamics, such as the fact that there can
only be a single wave of infections (Diekmann & Heesterbeek, 2000). More sophisticated simulators stratify the population according to age (Chinazzi et al., 2020) and/or geography (Chang et al.,
2021) to account for variations in the frequency of interactions. The most fine-grained simulation
models are agent-based (Grefenstette et al., 2013), and can account for the fact that highly-connected
individuals are more likely to both contract and spread a disease (Mistry et al., 2021).
One of the challenges in developing disease models that can describe fine-grained social interactions
and regional interventions is estimating parameters. In ongoing epidemics, this challenge is compounded by the fact that existing parameter estimates become invalid, since public policy responses
can dramatically affect mobility and social interaction. In this setting, we would like to deploy models that can incorporate as much available data as possible, and apply techniques for approximate
inference to account for uncertainty in the resulting parameter estimates and model predictions.
In this work, we present a case study in the use of probabilistic programming to infer parameters
of agent-based disease simulations. We model disease spread on subsampled social networks constructed from cellphone co-location data (Sec. 2.1), where nodes transition stochastically between
disease states (Alg. 1), and fit the parameters of these models to regional infection data using Blackbox Variational Inference (BBVI, Wingate & Weber (2013); Ranganath et al. (2014), Sec. 2.2).
Related Work. We build on a large body of work in disease modelling, parameter inference, and
probabilistic programming techniques. For a comprehensive discussion, see Appendix A.

2

M ETHODOLOGY

We develop a Network-SEIR model with two components. The first is a network-topology model,
in the form of a degree-corrected stochastic block model (DCSBM, Karrer & Newman (2011)), that
describes contact patterns in the population. The second is an agent-based compartmental model
that simulates disease transmission at the level of individuals. We obtain point estimates of networktopology parameters from cell-phone co-location data (SafeGraph, 2020). To estimate transmission
parameters, we incorporate the agent-based model into a probabilistic program that defines a prior
over parameters and a likelihood for reported case counts. This defines a Bayesian posterior over
parameters that we approximate using variational inference.
1
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2.1

N ETWORK -SEIR MODEL

Network Topology Model: We simulate a network in which vertices V c represent individuals in
communities c = 1, . . . , C. Edges E ⊆ V × V represent two types of social contact: (1) colocation at regional points of interest (POIs) (such as a coffee shop or a library), and (2) cohabitation.
Edge weights Wuv describe the frequency of contact between individuals u and v. To generate the
network, we fit a DCSBM to aggregated, anonymized cellphone GPS data that tracks visits to POIs
in a given county (SafeGraph, 2020), and simulate from this model (See Appendix C for details).
Disease Transmission Model: Nodes transition between 4 states: susceptible, exposed, infected,
and removed. We use S t , E t , I t , and Rt to refer to the subset of nodes in each state at time
t. We approximate the exponentially-distributed probability of exposure using a first-order Taylor
expansion,



p v ∈ E t+1 | v ∈ S t = 1 − exp −Epressure −Ipressure ' min Epressure +Ipressure , 1 .
(1)
Here Epressure and Ipressure are defined in terms the network weights for exposed neighbors NEt (v)
t
and infected neighbors NIt (v), which are scaled by time-dependent parameters βE
and βIt ,
X
X
t
Wuv βE
,
Ipressure =
Wuv βIt .
(2)
Epressure =
t (v)
u∈NE

u∈NIt (v)

Once individuals are exposed, they transition to infected and removed states with constant probabilities γ and λ,


p v ∈ I t+1 | v ∈ E t = γ,
p v ∈ Rt+1 | v ∈ I t = λ.
(3)
We describe the resulting disease simulator fSEIR in Algorithm 1. The inputs to this model are the
simulated graph G, initial rates of exposure αc in each community, γ, λ, and values for βE and βI
at time points t1 , . . . , tK , from which we define parameters at time t using linear interpolation.
Algorithm 1: Stochastic Disease Simulator fSEIR
tK
t1
. . . βE
}, {βIt1 . . . βItK },γ, λ, T ):
Function fSEIR (G, α1:C , {βE
for c ← 1 to C do
// Initial Exposure
for v ∈ V c do if Unif(0, 1) < αc then v → E 1 else v → S 1
for t ← 1 to T −1 do
// Simulate T days
tK
t1
t
← INTERPOLATE(βE
, . . . , βE
) ; βIt ← INTERPOLATE(βIt1 , . . . , βItK )
βE
for v ∈ St do P
P
t
Epressure ← u∈N t (v) Wuv βE
; Ipressure ← u∈N t (v) Wuv βIt
E
I
if Unif(0, 1) < (Epressure + Ipressure ) then v → E t+1
for v ∈ E t do if Unif(0, 1) < γ then v → I t+1
for v ∈ I t do if Unif(0, 1) < λ then v → Rt+1
Pj
return ( t=1 I t )Tj=1
// List of Cumulative Infections

2.2

P ROBABILISTIC I NFERENCE

Generative Model. We define a prior distribution over disease hyperparameters which factors into
independent logistic normal distributions over the disease hyperparameters,

αc ∼ LN µcα , σα2
for c ∈ {1, . . . C},
(4)


tk
tk
k
2
k
2
βE ∼ LN µβE , σβE ,
βI ∼ LN µβI , σβI
for k ∈ {1, . . . K},
(5)


2
2
γ ∼ LN µγ , σγ ,
λ ∼ LN µλ , σλ .
(6)
Given these disease transmission parameters, our stochastic simulator fSEIR implies a prior over
latent variables zI1:T representing the expected number of infected individuals on day t,
tK
t1
zI1:T = fSEIR (G, α1:C , {βE
. . . βE
}, {βIt1 . . . βItK }, γ, λ, T ).

(7)

Last, our likelihood is a Gaussian whose noise scales with time, graph size, and hyperparameter ν,

x1:T ∼ N zI1:T , σobs (G, ν, t)2 .
(8)
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Variational Distribution. To approximate the model posterior over latent variables, we define
a variational distribution qφ (α, βE , βI , γ, λ) which mirrors the prior of the generative model,
tK
tK
tK
tK
t1
t1
t1
t1
with parameters φ = (µ1:C
α , σα , {µβE . . . µβE }, {σβE . . . σβE }, {µβI . . . µβI }, {σβI . . . σβI },
µγ , σγ , µλ , σλ ) for the individual logistic-normal distribution. The variational distribution factors as
! K
! K
!
C
Y
Y
Y
tk
tk
c
qφ =
qµcα ,σα (α )
qµtk ,σtk (βE )
qµtk ,σtk (βI ) qµγ ,σγ (γ) qµλ ,σλ (λ). (9)
c=1

k=1

βE

βE

k=1

βI

βI

Note that we share the variance parameter σα for all communities c. We estimate φ using a BBVI
implementation in Gen (Cusumano-Towner et al., 2019).

3

E XPERIMENTS

We grid search over hyperparameters for our probabilistic model, our prior over disease parameters,
and the BBVI algorithm. A table of the explored parameter ranges can be found in Appendix E.1.
Note that we scale our data to heuristically account for under-reporting of infections (See E.3)
3.1

VALIDATION ON S IMULATED DATA

To confirm our inference procedure is well-calibrated, we perform inference using simulated int
such as
fection counts. We perform this experiment with 6 different time-varying patterns for βE
low-high-low. For each case, we generate synthetic data by running our generative model with
fixed disease parameters. Then, we run our inference procedure and compare our learned variational
distribution to the ground truth disease hyperparameters. For each setting, we generate inferred cumulative infection curves and compute mean daily absolute error (MDAE) as defined in Eq. (10).
Note that our inference model is conditioned only on infection counts, and for our overparametrized
model, there exist multiple ambiguous solutions whose output infection counts would be of similar
quality. Thus, we compare our learned model to the ground truth in the space of infection counts.


k fSEIR (z) − xk1
1 1 XX
MDAE ≡ E
f
(zs )t − xt
(10)
≈
TN
N ST s t SEIR
qφ (z)

Figure 1: Validation on a simulated model on Miami-Dade topology. Generated disease trajectory
using “high-low-high” βE = 0.45, 0.1, 0.45 (left) and “low-high-low” βE = 0.1, 0.45, 0.1 (right).
Table 1: MDAE for different counties and disease dynamics
County
Miami-Dade
Los Angeles

3.2

low

high

low-high

high-low

low-high-low

high-low-high

0.0052
0.0037

0.0046
0.0046

0.0042
0.0050

0.0051
0.0044

0.0043
0.0048

0.0050
0.0047

F ITTING PARAMETERS IN D IFFERENT R EGIONS

Next, we apply our method as described above to networks constructed using regional data from Los
Angeles, CA, and Miami-Dade, FL. We fit our guide distribution over the parameters for NetworkSEIR by conditioning on the cumulative infection counts in each county, as reported on the Johns
Hopkins University Center for Systems Science and Engineering dashboard (Dong et al., 2020).
3
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We find that our network model with parameters learned through probabilistic inference fits observed
data better than two alternative baselines: (1) Compartmental CE-EM: a compartmental SEIR model
with parameters fit using CE-EM (Menda et al., 2021), and (2) Network Rt -Analytic: a simplified
analytic solution for fSEIR parameters (see Appendix D for details). Quantitative and qualitative
results are shown in Table 2 and Figure 2 respectively.
Disease Model

Fitting Method

Compartmental
Network
Network

CE-EM
Rt -Analytic
BBVI

LA-MDAE

Miami-Dade-MDAE

0.0251
0.0075
0.0029

0.0161
0.0086
0.0053

Table 2: Comparison of the MDAE of different disease models and fitting methods. Our method can
fit different regions with different multi-peaked dynamics as in Figure 4.

Figure 2: Inference for Los Angeles using Rt -Analytic fitting (left) and our method (right).
3.3

I NFERRING S TARTING C OMMUNITIES

Since our variational distribution includes means for the proportion of initial exposure in each community c, we can interpret learned values for the parameters µcα as indicative of which communities
were likely to have had higher initial exposure given the observed disease data. Note this is not the
same as inferring the actual precise location of the initial exposure within a region since our cumulative global infection data is too coarse to deduce this. There are many possible initial exposure
scenarios which may result in similar global infection data. Rather, we conclude the location of
certain communities in the network topology is more consistent with observed disease dynamics.
In Figure 3, we see that for high observational noise ν the inferred parameters are close to the uniform prior µcα = .05, whereas for low observation noise, we find an initial exposure in communities
1, 9, 10, 13 is more consistent with the observed daily cumulative infection data.

Figure 3: The network topology of Miami-Dade county is modeled using 15 communities which
correspond to actual geographic areas. We plot µcα for 1 ≤ c ≤ 15. In the left plot, we use ν =
0.00025, a tighter observational noise than the right plot where ν = 0.0005.

4

C ONCLUSION

We use probabilistic programming to allow sophisticated agent-based, topological disease models
to be fit to real data. This enables improved accuracy in downstream simulations of disease control
interventions, reducing the need for real-world experiments. Future work includes better guide distributions, time-varying network topologies, control variates, and amortized multi-region inference.
4
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A

R ELATED W ORK

Compartmental and Agent-based Disease Models. A large amount of work has been done using
variants of the global SEIR model. For example, Pandey et al. (2020) fit parameters for a standard
SEIR model; He et al. (2020) propose an extended model with additional compartments for Quarantined and Hospitalized individuals. More sophisticated disease models incorporate social and
geographic network structure. Holtz et al. (2020) develop a mobility network based on SafeGraph
GPS data and Facebook social connectivity data in order to examine how social distancing policies affect regional mobility patterns, especially between neighboring municipalities. Chang et al.
(2021) construct a mobility network using SafeGraph data, with time-varying edge weights, and
overlay this network with a simple compartmental SEIR model containing 3 free parameters. Chinazzi et al. (2020) use an epidemic simulator where many small regions, each undergoing a simple
compartmental SEIR process, are connected by a stochastic transportation grid. They use Monte
Carlo likelihood analysis to fit the epidemic parameters. For a more comprehensive list of disease
models, both compartmental and network-based, see a recent survey by Perra (2021).
Probabilistic Programming for Disease Models. Methods from probabilistic programming have
been applied to epidemiological models in a number of contexts. Flaxman et al. (2020) investigate the effectiveness of non-pharmaceutical interventions by modeling the disease with a discrete
stochastic SIR model implemented in Stan (Carpenter et al., 2017) and estimating the daily reproduction number using Hamiltonian Monte Carlo. Dehning et al. (2020) infer the parameters of a
differentiable SIR model implemented in PYMC3 (Salvatier et al., 2016) using a combination of automatic differentiation variational inference (Kucukelbir et al., 2016) and MCMC. These approaches
differ from ours by considering models that do not account for network topology. There has also
been work that applies planning-as-inference methods for probabilistic programs (van de Meent
et al., 2016) to disease models (Wood et al., 2020; de Witt et al., 2020). This work also applies to
simulation-based models, but focuses on planning rather than parameter estimation.

B
B.1

BACKGROUND
C OMPARTMENTAL SEIR MODEL

In a traditional global compartmental SEIR model, the population is separated into 4 compartments
representing Susceptible (S), Exposed (E), Infected (I), and Removed (R) individual, where the
total population is N = S + E + I + R. Dynamics are modeled by the differential equations,
dS
βIS
dE
βIS
dI
dR
=−
,
=
− γE,
= γE − λI,
= λI.
(11)
dt
N
dt
N
dt
dt
In some cases, this model includes a natural birth rate and death rate for the population. We do
not account for these effects in our network model for two reasons. Newborn individuals will not
contribute meaningfully to the spread of infection; since they cannot interact with other individuals
alone. Individuals who die of natural causes make the overall mobility network slightly more sparse,
and omitting this effect causes only a slight, conservative error in our predictions.
B.2

S TOCHASTIC VARIATIONAL I NFERENCE

ELBO Objective. We use Stochastic Variational Inference (SVI) to approximate the intractable
posterior p(z|x) by optimizing the parameters of a variational distribution q(z; φ) (usually denoted
qφ ), which we are able to directly draw samples from. A common approach is to find the parameters φ∗ that minimize the exclusive KL divergence between the variational approximation and the
posterior: φ∗ = arg minφ KL(qφ (z)kp(z | x)),


qφ (z)
(12)
KL(qφ ||p) = Ez∼qφ log
p(z|x)


qφ (z)
= Ez∼qφ log
+ log p(x)
(13)
p(x, z)


qφ (z)
+ log p(x).
(14)
= Ez∼qφ log
p(x, z)
7
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Minimizing this exclusive KL divergence is equivalent to maximizing a lower bound on the log
marginal likelihood of the data. Since the marginal likelihood p(x) is also referred to as the “evidence”, this bound is called the Evidence Lower BOund (ELBO)


p(x, z)
Lφ = Ez∼qφ log
= log p(x) − KL(qφ ||p) ≤ log p(x) .
(15)
qφ (z)
| {z } | {z }
{z
}
|
log evidence
≥0
ELBO

Score Function ELBO Gradient. Variational Autoencoders (Kingma & Welling, 2013; Rezende
et al., 2014) and related methods optimize the ELBO by computing reparameterized gradient estimates, which require the generative model p(x, z) to be differentiable with respect to the latent
variables z. However, generative models that incorporate discrete variables and control flow will not
be differentiable, and it may be infeasible or undesirable to find a continuous approximation to make
such a model differentiable. We instead maximize the ELBO using a so-called “score-function” gradient estimator that does not require reparameterization,


p(x, z)
∇φ Lφ = ∇φ Ez∼qφ log
(16)
qφ (z)


Z
p(x, z)
(17)
= dz ∇φ qφ (z) log
qφ (z)
Z
p(x, z)
p(x, z)
= dz ∇φ qφ (z) log
+ qφ (z)∇φ log
(18)
qφ (z)
qφ (z)
Z
p(x, z)
p(x, z)
∇φ log qφ (z) + qφ (z)∇φ log
(19)
= dz qφ (z) log
qφ (z)
qφ (z)
Z
p(x, z)
= dz qφ (z) log
∇φ log qφ (z) − qφ (z)∇φ log qφ (z)
(20)
qφ (z)



p(x, z)
= Ez∼qφ
− 1 ∇φ log qφ (z)
(21)
log
qφ (z)



p(x, z)
= Ez∼qφ
∇φ log qφ (z) − Ez∼qφ [∇φ log qφ (z)]
(22)
log
qφ (z)
{z
}
|
=0

≈

1
S

S 
X



log

s=1

p(x, zs )
− b̂ ∇φ log qφ (zs ),
qφ (zs )

zs ∼ qφ (z).

(23)

Here b̂ is known as a baseline estimator, which in the Gen implementation is simply b̂ = 0.
This approach is generally referred to as Blackbox Variational Inference (BBVI) (Ranganath et al.,
2014) and was originally proposed specifically (in the context of probabilistic programming systems) by Wingate & Weber (2013). Note that this gradient estimate does not require the generative
model to be differentiable; we only need to sample from the variational distribution and evaluate
both the generative model and variational models pointwise. While score function gradient estimators are known to have higher variance and require smaller step sizes than other approaches, they
are unbiased estimates of the gradient, and hence our inference will converge assuming Robbins and
Monro conditions for stochastic approximation algorithms (Robbins & Monro, 1951).

C

N ETWORK M ODELING

We use mobility data from SafeGraph (SafeGraph, 2020), a data company that provides aggregated
information on foot-traffic to points-of-interest (POIs) across the United States. POIs in the data include establishments such as grocery stores, restaurants, and schools. The foot-traffic data provided
can be considered a sample of the population, and is based on location information from a panel of
anonymous, opt-in mobile devices. Devices in this data are assigned to a home Census Block Group
(CBG), the smallest geographical unit for which population data is reported in the U.S. Census.
Given a pair of devices in a CBG, we use visit data to POIs as well information about time duration
at that POI to model person-to-person contact patterns.
8
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We use a Degree-Corrected Stochastic Block model (DCSBM) to generate a synthetic contact network, considering that such a model allows us to represent community structure as well as heterogeneous degree distribution, both important characteristics of social interaction and mobility
patterns (Karrer & Newman, 2011). The DCSBM has two parameters: 1) a partition of vertices
{V 1 , . . . , V C } into C communities, 2) a symmetric matrix P ∈ RC×C of edge probabilities, where
element prs gives the probability of an edge existing between any two vertices u ∈ V r and v ∈ V s .
Let G = (V, E) represent the network instance generated using DCSBM, where V is the vertex set
and E ⊆ V×V is the edge set. Each node v in the topology represents an individual that resides in
a community, i.e. a census block group CBGi ∈ {1, ..., C}. Each edge e ∈ E is associated with a
type in {h, c}, representing household and community edges respectively. POI co-location data are
used to generate the edge probability matrix P that models community edge types. The existence of
an edge between u ∈ V r and v ∈ V s is given by the cross-correlation score:
P
(lri − l¯r )(lsi − l¯s )
prs = qP i
,
¯r )2 P (lsi − l¯s )2
(l
−
l
ri
i
i

(24)

where lr is a vector of length nPOI of weekly visit count estimates from devices in CBGr to each
POI. We perform a degree-correction procedure on this network to yield a heterogeneous degree
distribution between nodes in different blocks. The parameter for degree-correction is selected such
that the node with the largest degree in each block has a degree in the range of 50-100, which is
consistent with other realistic social contact networks of similar sizes (Eagle & Pentland, 2005;
Génois & Barrat, 2017; Salathé et al., 2010).
Household edges are added to the resultant DCSBM based on census survey data on the number
of single-person up to seven-person households. Each household is represented as a subset of fully
connected nodes. Nodes in the same CBG can be connected with both household and community
edges, while nodes in different blocks can only be connected with community edges.
The weight of edge uv represents a modeled estimate of the total time (in minutes) that individuals
u and v might spend in proximity to one another – that is, at the same POI at the same time. Weights
are aggregated over 1 week duration. SafeGraph provides the median dwell time dp of every visit
to POI p. This is used to construct a dwell time matrix D of size C × nPOI × M where M is
the total number of minutes POIs are open (assumed to be 10 hours per day, 7 days per week =
4,200 minutes). For each POI p we estimate lrp total visits from CBGr , where each visit starts at
a randomized minute in the interval (0, M ) and lasts for dp minutes. An entry Drpt indicates the
number of visitors from CBGr present at POI p at minute t. The weight on a community edge
between nodes u ∈ V r and v ∈ V s is given as

c
Wuv

Z
=

M

dtDr (t)Ds (t).

(25)

0

The weight on household edges are set to the maximum weekly interaction time such that W h =
10, 080. We model networks from three diverse geographical regions in the US: Middlesex County
(MA), Los Angeles County (CA) and Miami-Dade County (FL) and select CBGs that contribute to
the top 10% of mobility data available for each county during the month of February 2020.

D

A NALYTIC Rt - MATCHED PARAMETERS .

We derive constant fSEIR parameters βE , βI , so that each lead to COVID-19 Rt values reported in
literature. We compute an effective reproductive number Rt as


X
W
β
uv E
.
Rt (βE , γ) = Eu∈V 
(26)
1 − (1 − Wuv βE )(1 − γ)
v∈N (v)

COVID-19 Rt values across the world have been reported to be roughly between 1.4 and 5 (Adam,
2020; Li et al., 2020). These values reflect primarily asymptomatic transmission, therefore a value
9
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of Rt in this range is suitable for the estimation of βE . For our calculations we set Rt = 3 and
γ = 0.048. We approximate the expectation over neighbors by considering the top 25% highest
degree nodes. Note that this solution implicitly assumes uniform edge probabilities and constant
average degree, a deviation from our network generation modeling choices, where we explicitly
model community structured interactions and heterogeneous degree distribution.
Note that βE and βI cannot be simultaneously identified from Rt alone. To estimate βI , we again
apply (26) by solving Rt (βI , γ) = 0.25 for βI . For βI , we use an Rt of 1/12 the size, since this
ratio holds for the Rt values computed from the compartmental model fit to data using CE-EM.
Specifically, we found the expected number of exposures caused by each infected individual is 1/12
the number caused by each exposed individual.
Since the Rt -Analytic method provides only a point estimate of parameters, to fairly compare this
method to our method as in Table 2, we set the variance of our variational posterior qφ to 0.

E
E.1

A DDITIONAL E XPERIMENTAL D ETAILS
H YPERPARAMETER T UNING

We list the hyperparameter values we tried in Table 3. We selected the bold parameters based on
training stability and goodness of fit.
Hyperparameter

Range

Observational Noise Scaling (ν)
Learning Rate
Samples Per Iteration
Prior Initial Exposed Logit Mean (µα )
Prior Initial Exposed Logit StdDev (σα )
Prior βE Logit Mean (µβE )
Prior shared disease parameter
StdDev (σβE , σβI , σλ , σγ )

0.00025, 0.00035, 0.0005
10−6 ,10−5 ,5 · 10−4 , 10−4
20,50,75,120, 200
−7, −6.5, −6
0.0, 1.0, 1.6
−2.2, −1.39, −0.85
0.0, 0.47, 1.16

Table 3: Hyperparameter tuning ranges. Bold values correspond to best performance.

E.2

S ETTING I NITIAL E XPOSED FOR BASELINES

Both the compartmental SEIR model and topological-SEIR model require an initial exposure percentage. However, neither the CE-EM nor the Rt -analytic method fits this value. Thus to compare
our models fairly, we have used the best MDAE over six different initial exposures: 1) uniform
exposure of 0.5%, 2) uniform exposure of 1%, 3) uniform exposure of 2%, 4) uniform exposure of
%5, 5) inferred initial exposure using BBVI with high observational noise ν = 0.0005, 6) inferred
initial exposure using BBVI with low observational noise ν = 0.00025.
E.3

DATA P ROCESSING

For infected individual counts we use data from Johns Hopkins University Center for Systems Science and Engineering (JHU CSSE) dashboard (Dong et al., 2020). We use data February 29, 2020
until August 9, 2020. We process data using a rolling median to remove spikes from late reporting
and negative counts inserted to correct totals. The cumulative infection count was within 0.6% of
the original total.
Our network topologies contain between 2000 and 15000 nodes to allow for reasonable computation
times. The true total infection counts are thus too low to resolve the infection dynamics on the
resolution our of graph. We thus multiply the infection counts by a factor C to improve resolution.
For Los Angeles and Miami-Dade counties we use C = 10 and for Middlesex county, Massachusetts
C = 20.
10
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F
F.1

A DDITIONAL R ESULTS
DAILY C OUNT SEIR C URVE

We characterize the dynamics of our learned models by tracking the daily size of each disease
compartment (|S t |, |E t |, |I t |, |Rt |) over time. This representation allows us to more easily look for
phenomena such as multiple peaks.

Figure 4: Los Angeles daily infection states (12,703 nodes) from 50 simulations using the mean
inferred disease parameters. Here we learn a single initial exposure fraction for the whole network.
Randomness occurs due to our stochastic blackbox simulator model. Note that multiple peaks are
clearly visible.
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F.2

VALIDATION ON S IMULATED DATA

We present additional results from our validation experiments, where we generate data using fixed
parameters, and then condition our inference model on these results. We observe that our inference
procedure converges accurately for a variety of geographic regions.

Figure 5: Validation on a simulated model over Los Angeles (top) and Miami-Dade (bottom). Left:
Generated disease trajectory using “low” βE = 0.1. Right: Generated disease trajectory using
“high” βE = 0.45.

Figure 6: Validation on a simulated model over Los Angeles (top) and Miami-dade (bottom) topology. Left: Generated disease trajectory using “high-low-high” βE = 0.45, 0.1, 0.45. Right: “lowhigh-low” βE = 0.1, 0.45, 0.1
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Figure 7: Validation on a simulated model over Los Angeles (top) and Miami-dade (bottom) topology. Left: Generated disease trajectory using “low-high”. Right: Generated disease trajectory using
”high-low”.
F.3

BASELINE CE-EM RESULTS

In Figure 8 and Figure 9 we show a compartmental SEIR model with parameters fit using CE-EM
(Menda et al., 2021) to data from Los Angeles and Maimi-Dade county. Note that the SEIR model
cannot fit the correct curvature of the true data.

Figure 8: CE-EM estimated results for LA County. Left: Infection Counts. Right: SEIR Curves.
Note that we use parameters that were estimated on Suffolk County, MA.

Figure 9: CE-EM estimated results for Miami-Dade County. Left: Infection Counts. Right: SEIR
Curves. Note that we use parameters that were estimated on Suffolk County, MA.
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